ZADOR Tony Auditory Cortical Circuits Cold Spring Harbor Feb 2 2012

4:30pm in Clark Aud;  Thursday;  well attended;

pronounced ZAY door...
grew up in Berkeley

worked with Tom Brown and Cristof Koch  Caltech  then moved to
E Coast

moving back and forth btwn  W and E coast

Cosyne  Meetings founder...  "I like snow"  he explains.  (great meeting)

title  Cortical Circuits Underlying Auditory Decisions

Cold Spring Harbor Lab  (Long Island)

Cosyne is at Utah ski resorts .. he says he likes the snow...

nothing to say abt attention today...
wants to make + contribution; so cannot be too broad (at least not today) 

sl = slide... first sl:

shows his kids
9 months baby 
doing machine vision/audition )  great pix of a 9 month old "playing chess" with
his 5 year old borther

these are his own kids..

the 5 year old is teaching the 9 month baby how to eat chess pieces.

machine chess is "solved"

he says  grandmasters will cheat by going to the BR and use their handheld computers to get next move in the Bathroom.

sl  A simple circuit  Descartes  1662... On Man...  first one to work out a circuit... here's his explanation:

here's how a leg comes to be withdrawn from a fire...

flames of the fire displace the skin, which pulls on a tiny thread

the thread opens a pore in the ventricle

animals spirits flow from the ventricle F thru a hollow tube.

the animal spirits inflate the muscle of the leg causing the leg to withdraw...

****

how do u get  an arbit  assoc btwn 2 inputs and 2 outputs???

a more flexible auditory behavior:
 how do u take the command  rotate R  and convert that into rotating a rubiks cube to the right...
hard to work it out in humans but  what abt rats?

how to do that ?  he works with rodents  (mice and rats)

(wife wud not let him work on his kids)...

goal  understand the circuits by which auditpry repres drives behavior

eg  listen to flute or a tuba... if mouse hears the high freq tone (the flute)
he learns to go the LEFT;  if he hears the low feq tone (the tuba) he shud go to the RIGHT;

only RATS today  in all this work...

sl  rat sticks nose into center port... here's a high freq tone or low tone
(he is water deprived) and then learns to go either to the L or the R  ;
all the trials are computer controlled and monitored... can do this hundreds of times per day...
til rat has overlearned this behavior and gets it 100%.

***
sl:
nose goes into a nose port and then he hears a  high or low tone...

high tone... go  left
low tone  go right..

learns this  100% accuracy ... will do hundreds of trails per day.. can do this ad libitum..

all this training is computer controlled;...
this is work he does at CSHL = cold  spr harbor lab... longisland  (jim crick's home base)

*****
so how does it work???

sl  audit cortex is organized tonotopically...

kilgard and merzenich  1998

he wants to know  ,  after the sound is decoded to high or low  in cortex then what happens to encode memory
for the  behavior... (how does he remember to go L or R with the high/low tone)

sl  tonecloud  stimulus  for probing choices abt frequency...  (tonecloud is bill newsome-esque
mixture of high and low tones; if =  # of tones then get random L/R;  if more  high tones then get bias toward L)

rats learned tonecloud stimulus  (like bill newsome... random tones...)

if its pure low or pure high,  then its easy... hard if its  in the middle  (ie  both  interleaved)

(bill newsome is on sabbatical)   this is  " the newosme expt"
combo of high and low  interspersed...

has  a  sigmoid curve  looks like a sigma.

y axis = fraction of RIGHTward choice eg
X axis = rate of excess tones (R over L  ratio)

...

then used  ChR2... AAV  CAGS... injection a la  Karl Deisseroth...

optrode   cool word... optical electrode...

ChR2  stim does produce a bias  (like bill newsome's prep)


BUT effectof ChR2  stim in ACx  was NOT consistent... that made us SAD (he shows a sad face)
ie this experiment did not work;

but the grad student presses on...

here's Tony's idea of why it failed...

sl shows a map of NY  subway system... he lived  near Penn Station  and he used
to commute to CSPH
but lots of other people live in long island and commute to the city...


so u ask,  what' s the efect of people commuting from Long Island to Manhattan on the USA economy???
answer...

ONLY look at the people commuting from Long Island to WALL STREET  (to get rid of the noise...
just interested in the fat cats going to their jobs on Wall Street, and not all the other stuff)

so it really matters WHICH PATHWAY u look at...  (ACx = auditory cortex)

so   eg  ACx  projects to thalamus  and half dozen or more other areas... (that are diluting the response we want)

so  then we JUST looked at the path connecting the ACx and the auditory  striatum  (overlearned behavior done in basal ganglia)

they studied this in 3 ways...

projection from ACx to auditory striatum is TONOTOPIC  (who knew???)

Peter Zemansky actually did this work (his grad student)...  
Tony explains that we he says WE he means the professorial WE...(meaning peter (the grad student) alone)).

Peter did injection of virus into  auditory striatum...

he answers he does not know... (he delightfully dodges the Q... the grad student did it)
(in answer to q  form Rob Malenka  abt  audit striatum anatomy)

these neurons in auditory striatum  are freq tuned  as much as the ACx = Audit Cortex...

so how are we gonna selectively target that pathway?

inject  AAV CAGS ChR2 into audit cortex  but put the optrode into the striatum and use  473 nm light...

(but note  A Cx  is not tuned all that much - it is not the audit nerve!)


this gets s smiley face  (grad student is happy cuz this works this time - cause its selective... just the right pathway)

stim DID cause biases  in just the way we expected

X axis = octives to midpoint  Y  =  R mvmt bias

***

next expt...  use  HSV-1 Cre...  it expresses  CRE  shown in red  (red syringe)

and also  just  injected  AAV Flex  ChR2 into AudCx...
then they shown  535  nm light into Aud Cx..

Q  how abt antidromic activation or collat  (questioner is asking abt a back channel that this might be working thru)

they addressed that by putting aud cortex to sleep with lidocaine...  
 that wud rule out local  issues  but not the collat issues...

****
He cannot say that it IS the strial projection of the aud cx  neurons 
 (rather than thru some back channel)
but he can say that  that projection does have this effect..

(rats can do alot without their cortex; rob m. jokes  " so can people")

sl  (all in black)  retrograde labeling of Layer5  cortical neurons that project to striatum... shown by his  HSV  injection)

sl  cortio-striatal neuronal stim does bias  choices

y axis = choice bias  (tones/sec)
and x axis is octaves to midpoint...
p= 0.00027  really highly signif correlation

next did AAV FLEX ARCH  (ARCH = the competitor  to inactivate neurons) ? halorhodp.

arch-mediated suppression of spont activity in ACx =>  striatal neuron  did shut it off...


yes... appeared to be working... suppression of cortico-striatal neurons may anti-bias choices...
****

Q  asks  abt  newsome orginal expts in MT... questioner thinks that his results were cleaner (newsomes)

answer...  requires  hsv  needed to be injected in exactly the right place... 
same with  arch injeciton  and shining light in just the right place etc..

sl:  so  effect of arch-mediation depends on the #  neurons that got labelled and suppressed...

RECAP:

1) ACx  stim fails to bias choices reliably  however

2) ACx =>  striatum projection is tonotopic

3)  ACx  to striatal proejc does mediates aud decisions

4)  does  ACx  to striatum plasticity ENCODE the tone-direction assoc?

Carla  S. Q:  why shud it work for THIS pathway and not for  ACx to amygdala or other connex?

A  he quotes anotherinvestigator..  may be the organization in a rodent... 
may be a bit scrambled cuz of size of their brains..
not as much spatial localization in rats as in higher mammals  (eg  cat)
Carla.. but tonotopy is there...

A  he clarifies... neighbors are more apt to have same tonotopy in cat eg than in rat... (cuz of bigger brains)

A cleanest results are ones in which we used retrograde HSV...
***

sl:  dos  ACx to striatum plasticity actually ENCODE the assoc bgtwn tone and direciton?

don’t know...  (here assume stim of L motor area causes contralat mvmt)

eg  stim L aud cortex  causes  HIGH straitum  and cuz of contralat fiber  then rat goes RIGHT.

he grew up as a slice HC physiologist  (eg at Caltech)...

sl looked at local field potential  = LFP  in trainedn animals...

ipsilater choices were at the noise level

the contral choices were way above noise  p = 10**-5  n = 75 trials in 6 rats...

he DOES think it might be encoded there  (in audit striatum...  can see evidence with LFP recorded there...

 
RECAP  of this talk...
he shows 1,2,3  recapped above  and then
4) he DOES think that  ACx  to striatum DOES  ENCODE the tone direction association?

this is a preliminary result... wants to do more animals..

Q  how abt if u just   stim  the aud striatum and  skip the ACx...
A  haven’t done that yet..


Q  where is the tuning and plasticity
A  he thinks  that it is in ACx=>aud striatum  but  can’t be sure that it is essential
(Q was whether this is necessary and sufficient)

****

PART II

2) sequencing the brain  (progress on a new idea)

why bother with fine connectivity?

see Solange Brown and Shaul Hestrin

intracortical circuits of pyram neurons reflects their long range  targets..


sl  why bother with fine connectivity?

song, sjostrom... chklovskii in 2005  in PLOS Bio

really want a wiring diagram of entire brain...

it wud be really helpful to have a wiring diagram of the entire brain at single neuron resolution

so,  with  above  work  by Peter.. 
he had to think hard  abt which pathways matter..
but why guess..

at present only EM can provide full cricuit...

c elegans 302 neurons... took 50 person years to get connectome..


several big projects trying to do the connectome...

use sequncing!!... why do it with sequencing?


why sequencing?  Moore’s law...

sequncing is getting cheaper and faster  than even moores law...

1000 dollar genome in one day ... just a few years away... medical impetus...

piggyback off of that... how?

by BRAINBOW

first step  MANGA guide to molec bio...

BONC =  barcode everyneuronin the brian..

barcoding of neural conenctivity... = BONC

1)  barcode every neruon with a unique dna seq

2)  join pre and post neurons  (match them up)

mouse =  10**7  neurons in mouse cortex

but 4**20  for 20 nucleotides is less than that...

join barcodes  (idea is that  , if u look in neuron B and A sysnapses to it then
chop of neuron B and you'll see not only the barcode of neuron B, but also barcode of neuron A
and every other neuron that synapses to it)

can see that neuron #23  was connected to neuron   345  eg...

limitations of BONC

1) no notion of space (only topology)
result is an abstact connectivity matrix.

but what abt topography  (space)

can register  connectome to known anatomy...

just keep track of cubes.. which cube came from where...

sl  barcodes can be tagged with cell type info  eg  DA or GABA etc.

****

mouse connectome  version 1.0

(sl kitty hawk  airplane... just getting off ground)

1)  barcode every neuron

insert short random oligonucleotides into dna plasmids
...

put  ORI-PAC into  barcode plasma  and it does incorporate into  PRV  and

2) move barcodes transynaptically..
use pseudorabies virus = PRV  into neurons...

etc.

sl  barcoding plasmids

cut a dna plasmid  (a circle...) lop out a piece and
put in  barcode  then

put the barcoded  plasmid into  PRV = pseudoraqbies virus

and it works!  does move transsyanaptically...

3) joining host and invade barcodes

he shows  raw data 

portends poss of seq entire connectome  of mouse for a  few thousand bucks  in short order...

PRV does not work in invertebrates... that’s why cannot do it in c elegans  or in drosophila...


Q  can do the anatomy in the rat to see if  high tone neurons in aud cortex stims high freq neurons in aud striatum..
A  hard to do;

Afterward I ask Tony
this Q:  if humans were doing the learning, there wud be discussion of HC involvement and transfer of learning from HC to
neocortex, etc.
A:  here,  rats overlearned this task... we are not studying consolidation or learning of task, just studying where
some of the  memory traces finally come to rest  (basal ganglia is reasonable area to look:  codes  routine, overlearned behavior)

After I chat with James Fitzgerald  (works with Mark Schnitzer;  I heard recent talks by both Mark and by james)
James heard the DNA connectome presented at Cosyne11  - work is preliminary;



